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Abstract— In current peer-to-peer systems users interact with
unknown services and users for the purpose of online transactions
such as file sharing and trading of commodities. Peer-to-Peer
reputation systems allow users to assess the trustworthiness of
unknown entities based on subjective feedback from the other
peers. However, this cannot constitute sufficient proof for many
transactions like service composition, negotiations and coalition
formation in which users require more solid proof of the quality
of unknown services. Ratings certified by trusted third parties
in the form of a security token are objective and reliable
and, hence, allow building trust between peers. Because of the
decentralized and distributed nature of peer-to-peer networks, a
central authority (or hierarchy of them) issuing such certificates
would not scale up. We propose a framework for peer-to-peer
agencies interoperation based on rating certificates and metacertificates describing bilateral agencies relations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A large number of peer-to-peer (P2P) reputation systems allow peers to compute a local or global trust value of unknown
entities based on recommendations issued by other peers in
the system. These values are subjective, sometimes depend on
the peer computing them and many times can be manipulated
by malicious peers in the network. Because of this, P2P
reputation values are not suitable for many high-value online
transactions, negotiations, service compositions or dynamic
coallision formations. In order to facilitate such transactions,
certified and standardized ratings of services are needed. Such
rating certificates coming from trusted third parties would
enable creating new trust relations and collaborations.
The idea of rating agencies is not new. Financial rating
agencies exist for more than a century and lately many
organizations issue certificates to software applications and
Web sites based on different criteria as we shall examine
later in the section. However, a model for decentralized rating
agencies interoperation suitable for online transactions in P2P
networks is missing.
The paper proposes a framework for P2P distributed agencies that bootstraps trust relations between entities from different network domains. The framework aims at achieving onthe-fly interoperation between agencies through standardization of certificates and meta-certificates describing relations
between agencies.

The paper is organized as following. Next, we overview trust
management in P2P systems and of agencies that come close
to our envisioned model for rating agencies: financial rating
agencies and organizations able to provide ratings for software
applications and Web sites. Section II describes the new
rating agencies model and provides its high-level functional
description. Section III looks inside the interoperability notion
and defines the core building blocks introduced in Section II.
Section IV concludes the paper and outlines future work.
A. Trust management in peer-to-peer systems
There are several approaches for enabling trust in P2P
systems. In the following we discuss reputation systems,
credential-based trust, and institutional trust.
1) P2P reputation systems: P2P reputation systems rely
mainly on peer recommendations to compute a global [8], [15],
[13], [5] or local [3], [10] reputation value for each peer in the
system. The factors taken into consideration and the way the
reputation values are computed differ from system to system.
While transaction feedback issued by peers constitutes the
main factor, the number, size and time of the transaction can
also be taken into consideration together with the credibility
of the peer making the recommendation. PeerTrust [14] goes
even more general and computes a transaction context factor
and a community context factor.
Auction sites like eBay1 , Amazon2 , and Yahoo! Auction3
allow users to trade commodities online in a customer-tocustomer (C2C) fashion. To build customer trust, these sites
rely on reputation systems which allow users to decide whom
to trust, encourage trustworthy behavior, and help detect
dishonest peers.
2) Credential-based trust: Distributed Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can provide a higher level of security in P2P networks. In [4], the authors propose a completely decentralized
P2P PKI which can serve as the basis for higher-level security
services. The long-term vision of the authors is a P2P ecommerce platform which addresses security (authentication,
authorization, accountability, trust). The model allows proper
1 http://www.ebay.com
2 http://www.amazon.com
3 http://auctions.yahoo.com

peer identification, but trust is still computed by means of
recommendations from peers which can be subjective.
3) Institutional trust: Institutional trust means that trust
in one institution or organization can be extended to its
employees. In [7] we extend the notion of institutional trust to
social institutional trust and allow institutions to build social
networks of trust based on their business relations. The trust
relations an institution has with others are expressed in a metadata certificate. These certificates allow extending trust on an
institution to the partners of that institution.
The large number of transactions taking place on auction
sites (eBay has more than 4 million auctions open at a time)
proves the success of reputation systems and the high demand
for C2C commerce. However, reputation systems have certain shortcomings which limit their applicability to low-value
transactions. P2P reputation systems compute trust mainly
based on peer recommendations which can be subjective and
manipulated by malicious peers. Moreover, each peer uses
its own evaluation criteria and interprets reputation values
differently. Because of that, reputation values do not allow
building a strong trust relation between unknown peers that
want to engage in a high-value transaction. We argue that
certified ratings based on clearly defined criteria which is evaluated by a trusted third party overcome the above mentioned
shortcomings of P2P reputation systems. Our model uses
certified ratings together with social institutional trust to allow
building trust between peers in an objective and distributed
manner. Because of that, the model we propose could be used
for commercial scenarios with bigger constraints.
B. Online transactions in dynamic and decentralized P2P
environments
Auction sites provide a centralized trading platform in
which one central authority controls the platform and imposes
rules. This approach has scalability limitations such single
point of failure, server overload and network bottlenecks. In
[4], the authors argue that C2C commerce maps naturally
onto P2P systems because of its underlying interaction model
of customers or peers. They advocate for the need of a
decentralized system which resembles eBay but without a
central authority.
P2P networks such as Kazaa4 , Gnutella5 , and Freenet6 scale
well and attract a large number of users, but security and
service guarantees become a concern which could discourage
users from trading services and commodities with unknown
peers. P2P systems need both proper authentication of peers
and a way of guaranteeing the quality of the service.
Though our model could work on top of any P2P network,
we target dynamic and decentralized P2P environments such
as Digital Business Ecosystems (DBE) [6]. We envisage a P2P
platform relying on decentralized security and trust solutions
that allows peers to securely trade and compose services.
This would enable new transactions of higher risks and new
4 http://www.kazaa.com/
5 http://www.gnutella.com/
6 http://freenetproject.org/

business models (e.g., dynamic service composition and virtual
organizations). Our model goes beyond peer recommendations
by using ratings certified by trusted peers in the system.
C. Financial rating agencies
In the early 1900s, industries began to require more financial
capital then they could raise via the traditional relational
method. Financial rating agencys rankings allowed industries
to raise additional capital by allowing investors, who did not
know the business venture managers, to appraise the risks and
benefits of investing in the corporation. In this sense, rating
agencies are independent third parties that are consulted in
the course of a market transaction. Their goal is to overcome
asymmetric information between both market sides (issuer
and investors) by evaluating criteria according to standardized quality categories [2]. Today, three firms (Standard and
Poors Corporation, Moodys Investor Services Inc., and Fitch
Investors Services) dominate the financial rating market with
a combined market share of roughly 94 per cent.
To arrive at a rating, there are a variety of rating models.
In financial markets, the typical procedure used today is the
scoring method. It relies on a well-defined set of different
criteria, each of which is scored separately. The individual
scores relating to the set of criteria are weighted and then
added up, yielding the overall score. This score is translated
in one of defined rating categories, defined as an interval
on the real line that extents from minimum overall score to
its maximum. Also, the Altman’s Z-score is a well-known
quantitative model for private firms. It is a multivariate formula
that regresses historical experience on a set of accounting
variables in order to determine an optimal separating function
between issuer that defaulted later on and those that survived
[1].
According to [9] financial rating systems are relying on a
similar set of explanatory criteria which can be classified in
the economic situation, the business situation, and the quality
of management. The economic situation separates between the
earnings (e.g. cash flows, return, etc.) and financial situation
(e.g., capital structure, liquidity, financial flexibility, etc.).
Criteria of the business situation describe the competition
and business risk (e.g., relative market share, diversification,
product mix, etc.) as well as the legal structure and legal risk.
Regarding the quality of management, typical criteria in the
financial rating context are organizational structure, planning
and controlling, and experience.
Summing up, a financial rating system can be represent as
a mathematical function:
R : (rating criteria) → (rating category)
with the rating model R which assigns by weighting the
rating criteria to a rating category. Most of the financial rating
agencies have long had their own system of categories (also
named as symbols or classes) - some using letters, others using
numbers, many both - for ranking the risk of default from
extremely safe to highly speculative.

D. Rating systems for the Internet
A pure rating agencies model for e-business does not exist
yet; however, many Web sites that independently rate software
applications and Web pages based on objective criteria behave
similarly to a rating agency. If an Web site passes the evaluation, it will be granted a seal from the evaluator that certifies
the quality.
Tucows7 , Promaxus8 , and SnapFiles9 are examples of third
parties that rate software applications and the Web sites dedicated to selling them. They target the quality of the application
in terms of functionality and documentation and use similar
criteria. Among them, Tucows uses the most standardized rating guide with four criteria with different categories: Usability,
Help, documentation, and support, Program enhancements,
and Reviewer’s overall evaluation. The Tucows rating guide
gives details about how each of the criteria is evaluated. A
56-point rating scale is used and each of the four categories
is being given a different weight. The Tucows rating guide
is so well defined and standardized that a third-party site,
Shareware-development10 provides a Tucows rating calculator
which allows software authors to analyze their program and
get an idea of how it would rate on Tucows.
SiteTrust Network11 is dedicated to approved online merchants and, as opposed to the above mentioned Web sites,
SiteTrust Network is concerned with the efficiency, security
and legality of the online sale, but not with the quality of
the products. The criteria used for evaluating a Web site is the
following: Communication with the support staff, Ease of Use,
Information & Transparency, Terms & Conditions, Security,
and Legality.
WebTrust12 targets e-commerce Web sites and a licensed
WebTrust Certified Public Accountant (CPA) checks compliance with a set of principles and criteria which cover three
main areas: Business practices and disclosures, transaction
integrity, and information protection and privacy. Periodic reexamination is required to ensure the Web site still complies
with the criteria.
II. M ODEL D ESCRIPTION
Let us start with the core terms used in the model.
•
•
•
•

Rating agency: any peer in the system able to rate entities
based on a predefined rating criteria
Rating criteria: the criteria used by an agency to evaluate
an entity.
Rated entities: the rating agencies will rate any entity that
could be described on the Web 13
Rating certificate: certificate issued to an entity to certify
a rating based on certain rating criteria.

7 http://tucows.totalshareware.com/about/rating.htm
8 http://www.promaxum.com/seal

of quality.html

9 http://www.snapfiles.com/ratings.html
10 http://www.shareware-development.com/tucows-rating-calculator/
11 http://www.sitetrustnetwork.com/
12 http://www.webtrust.org/
13 http://fp7.OKKAM.org

Rating agencies are dedicated services that could be offered
by any node in the P2P network and there is no hierarchy
of rating agencies. Users are free to decide which agency to
trust and use and they register on a voluntary basis with one
or several rating agencies. Certificates can be issued to all
entities in the system: users, companies, services, data, nodes
(infrastructure).
Each agency needs to clearly define the criteria on which
entities are evaluated (e.g., quality standards). If an entity
passes the evaluation, it will receive a certificate stating the
level of quality as assessed by the agency. This certificate can
be used when interacting with other entities in the network to
prove the entity is trustworthy and reliable. This represents an
incentive for users to register with rating agencies.
However, because of the distributed nature of the environment, the certificate will be recognized by a partner only if
the partner trusts the agency. We are using a Web-of-trust
approach which means that the value of the certificate is also
related to the reputation and the circle of trust of the agency
issuing it. Outside the social network of the institution, the
certificate is not recognized. To enable inter-community trust
and collaboration, we enable agencies to issue certificates
based on certificates issued by one of their trusted agencies.
1) Rating certificate: In a decentralized environment, each
agency defines and uses its own criteria to rate services or
users. Criteria are not always immediately compatible with the
criteria of another agency. In our model, a rating agency issues
a rating certificate (a digitally signed document) with the used
criteria and the rating for a service. First step to achieve
interoperability is to adopt a standardize rating certificate
representation. To this extend, we aim for a standardized
security token widely acceptable which could be exchanged
by parties using possibly different rating criteria. We adopted
SAML [12] and its attribute assertion statements to represent
different criteria and values. We chose SAML because it defines an XML standard for expressing assertions and provides
protocols for exchanging them, thus achieving interoperability
at message level.
2) Agency certificate: To approach interoperation between
agencies using different rating model , we introduce an agency
certificate provided by each agency which contains a semantic
description of the rating criteria. The certificate is signed by
the rating agency and available on request. This certificate
contains unambiguous rating criteria defined in a human
readable language. An agency certificate defines the following:
• Type of rated service: an agency describes what types of
services is rating. An agency could rate one or several
types of services and each the rating criteria needs to be
clearly defined.
• Rating criteria: A list of criteria based on which the
service is rated. For each criteria, the agency specifies
how it is evaluated.
• Scoring methodology: How each of the criteria will be
combined to obtain a final score.
• Rating scale: explains how the results must be interpreted. For example, there could be a 1 to 5 scale, an

accepted/rejected scale, or continuous values. The users
need to be able to understand the meaning of the rating
value, i.e. how good a service is.
3) Trusted agencies certificate: Our motivation is to allow
agencies in the P2P network to build their own Web of trusted
rating agencies in which each agency rates according to its
own criteria and interoperates with other agencies based on
mutual business relations. We introduce the notion of trusted
agencies certificate which is a list of the agencies with which
business relations exist. This metadata certificate contains for
each trusted agency a link to the agency certificate and to a
certificate describing how the two agencies interoperate, i.e.
the interoperation certificate. In Figure 1, Rating Agency 1
(RA1) is linked with RA2 through these certificates.

Fig. 1.

Trusted rating agencies interoperation

4) Interoperation certificate and automatic certificate translation: The interoperation certificate states how the different
rating criteria of two agencies relate with each other. The
certificate is agreed and signed by both agencies when they
establish a new trust relation. The initial translation of criteria
is done manually based on the agency certificates of the
two agencies. An ontology language such as OWL [11] will
be used for defining the relations between the two criteria.
Afterwards, the agencies can automatically translate rating
certificates issued by the other one based on the translation
criteria expressed in the interoperability certificate. This allows
users who have a rating certificate issued by an agency to be
recognized in a different domain if the agency is trusted by
an agency in the other domain.
Figure 1 shows the steps necessary for a user to translate his
certificate. In step 1, the user obtains a rating certificate from
RA2. In step 2, the user submits a request to the automatic
translation service of RA1. The translation made in step 3 is
possible only because the two agencies have an agreement and
have issued together an interoperation certificate RA1-RA2.
In step 4, the user receives the new certificate automatically
issued by RA1. If the two agencies use the same standardized
rating criteria but are part of different domains, then a trans-

formation of rating certificate RA2 is still necessary. The new
RA1 certificate would be recognized in domains where RA2
is unknown.
Figure 2 shows an example of a C2C negotiation in which
automatic rating translation takes place at run time, during
the execution. In step 1, while setting up the negotiation,
the owner defines a list of trusted RAs (at least one) from
which certificates will be accepted from during negotiation.
At negotiation run time, users are allowed access to the
negotiation only if they can provide a trusted certificate. In
step 2, a negotiation participant requests the list of trusted RAs.
If the user does not have the right certificate, it can request
for a translation if a trust relation exists between an agency
that already certified the user and one of the trusted RAs. In
steps 3-4-5, the automated translation of rating certificates is
performed analogously to Figure 1. In step 6, the negotiation
participant provides the new certificate to the negotiation
engine and is granted access to the negotiation.

Fig. 2.

Automatic rating translation at negotiation runtime

III. AGENCIES I NTEROPERATION M ODEL
Each agency defines its own rating criteria in the form of
an ontology. The keywords used to define criteria are defined
in the namespace of the agency. Each agency also defines for
each criteria the rating values that can be associated with it.
Agencies need to define the type (e.g. percentage, 1-10 values,
literals: A, B , C...), the range and the meaning of the allowed
rating values: e.g. 1 can be highest rating value and mean
excellent or 5 could be the highest.
We achieve interoperability between rating agencies by
means of transformation of one ontology domain to another
ontology domain. The transformation process is functionbased and defines mapping of criteria and value from source
domain to criteria and value of destination domain. The transformation function is defined in the destination domain, i.e.
it is identifiable in that domain. The notion of transformation
function is generic enough to cover a wide range of possible
transformation/adaptation mechanisms.
Definition 1: A criteria C onto is an identifiable term in an
agency’s ontology that can be described by the following
Backus-Naur form (BNF):
< letter > ::= 0 A0 ..0 Z 0 | 0 a0 ..0 z 0 |
< digit > ::= 0 | 1..9

0 0

< Identif iableT erm > ::=
< letter > |
< Identif iableT erm >< letter > |
< Identif iableT erm >< digit >
< CompositeCriteria > ::=
< CompositeCriteria >0 .0 < Identif iableT erm > |
< Identif iableT erm >
< Criteria > ::=
< CompositeCriteria > |
< Identif iableT erm >

A criteria C can refer to just an identifiable term or can
refer to a chain of category criteria to which a desired one
belongs to. Let us take the example of Tucows rating guide for
software applications as described in section 1.D. According to
our definition and notations, the rating contains the following
criteria:
Usability
Usability.Installation
Usability.Program interface etc.
Definition 2: A rating certificate, with respect to a service of
a given type, is a list of assertions that associate to a criteria
a rating value, and an overall rating of the agency based on
the criteria asserted in the certificate. Formally, we represent
RAk
the rating certificate as RC RAk (C1RAk , ..., Cm
, V RAk ) where
RAk
RAk
Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ m are the certified criteria, V
is the overall
criteria and RAk denotes rating agency k’s ontology.
A CiRAk encapsulates an identifiable term (numbered i) and
a rating value associated to it. We note that in some financial
settings the value part may refer to a rating category or a class
(see Section I.C). In the rest of the paper whenever we refer
to a certified criteria we implicitly refer to a term and a value.
Let us look at the following example of how SAML could
encode rating criteria and its value.
Example 1: If criteria Ci is rated with value v, agency
RAk will generate the following SAML attribute statement
for CiRAk :
< saml : AttributeStatement >
< saml : Attribute
N ameF ormat = ”http : //RAk.com/attr f ormats”
N ame = Ci
xmlns : RAk =00 http : //www.RAk.com/schema.xsd00 >
< saml : AttributeV alue xsi : type = ”RAk : rtype” >
< RAk : rtype > v < /RAk : rtype >
< /saml : AttributeV alue >
< /saml : Attribute >
< /saml : AttributeStatement >

The criteria and the rating value have meaning only in the
namespace of agency RAk where the name of the criteria and
the type and range of the rating value have been defined.
Having introduced the criteria definition and technical representation next part of the section will define the syntax and
semantics of the transformation process between two agencies’
domains.
Definition 3: A transformation rule is a tuple of the form:
hC1RAk , ..., CnRAk , C RAp , f RAp ()i, n ≥ 1
RAk
where Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are called input criteria, C RAp the
output criteria and f RAp () a transformation function.

The transformation function is an identifiable term in the
domain of agency RAp , i.e. it is defined and implemented
on RAp ’s side. Based on the above transformation rule, RAp
computes the value of C RAp in the following way:
RAk

C RAp := f RAp (C1

RAk

, ..., Cn

)

RAp

The function f
() is agreed upon by the two agencies
when they establish their business relation and issue an interoperation certificate. Function details and implementation
are defined by RAp and kept on its local domain.
For n = 1 we have a one-to-one transformation and for n >
1 we have a many-to-one transformation. We handle manyto-many transformations by reducing them to a set of manyto-one transformations. When output criteria are function of
input criteria then each of the output criteria can be defined
as independent function of the input criteria.
Definition 4: An interoperation certificate is a set of transformation rules that define transformations of criteria and
ratings between same type of services14 or possibly different
types if they are comparable. Formally:
tri
I = {tri | RAk −→
RAp : i ∈ [1..s],
tri
RAp −→ RAk : i ∈ [s + 1..s + t]}, s, t ≥ 1.
An interoperation certificate contains all bilateral transformation rules necessary to transform one set of criteria (and
their ratings) defined in the source domain to another set
defined in the target domain and vice versa. One can also
accommodate one-way transformations only in the model in
case bilateral interoperability is not feasible.
Definition 5: A well-formed rating certificate with respect
to an interoperation certificate I certifies at least those input
criteria that appear in all transformation rules in I defined
from the domain of the certificate to the domain of interoperation (destination).
The definition above gives us (the intuition of) minimal conditions for certificate issuance to guarantee an interoperability
process.
An automated rating translation is done by using an interoperation certificate and a rating certificate issued by one
of the partner agencies as already shown in Figure 2. Let
RAk
RC RAk (C1RAk , ..., Cm
, V RAk ) be a rating certificate and let
I = {tri | 1 ≤ i ≤ s + t} be an interoperation certificate (rf.
Definition 4) between agencies RAk and RAp . We assume that
the rating certificate is of a service type matching the service
type of the interoperation certificate for RAk . Algorithm
1 shows an automatic transformation process performed by
agency RAp .
The computation of the overall rating is according to an
internal function specific to RAp . We do not indicate this
function in the interoperation certificate because it is not
directly related to the interoperation process. One can include
such information in the interoperation certificate if necessary.
The new rating certificated is issued in a form of a SAML
token as shown below.
14 actually

any identifiable item on the Web (see section 2)

Algorithm 1 Automatic Certificate Transformation Process
1: for any tri ∈ I, i ∈ [1..s] do
RA
2:
allocate input criteria Cj k , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, in tri ;
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

RA

if all Cj k , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are certified in the rating certificate
then
RA
extract values for Cj k , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, from the rating
certificate;
allocate function f RAp () indicated in tri ;
compute a rating value for the output criteria values:
RA
RA
RA
Cl p := f (C1 k , ..., Cn k )RAp ;
else
the rating certificate is not well-formed and the transformation fails;
end if
end for
compute an overall rating V RAp according to the output criteria
RA
Cl p , 1 ≤ l ≤ s;
RA
RA
issue a new rating certificate RC RAp (C1 p , ..., Cs p , V RAp );

Example 2: Let us adapt the example of Tucows and SnapFiles which independently defined rating criteria for software
applications (hence, for the same service type) and show how
the different criteria can be transformed by using transformation rules in an interoperation certificate.
Let us assume Tucows rating certificate contains the following SAML token with assertions expressed. For simplicity, we
will express the SAML assertions in an abbreviated form. The
description of the meaning of rating values is indicated by T
for Tucow’s ontology.
SAML token(
SAML assertion(Usability.Direct comparisonT , 2) //(out of 3)
SAML assertion(Usability.Unique featuresT , 2) //(out of 2)
SAML assertion(Overall evaluation.Cost vs valueT , 2) //(out of 3)
)

SnapFiles, denoted with ontology S, uses the following rules
in the interoperation certificate:
Usability.Unique featuresT ,
hUsability.Direct comparisonT ,
Uniqueness and innovationS ,f1S ()i
hOverall evaluation.Cost vs valueT , PricingS , f2S ()i

where f1S and f2S denote two different functions of manyto-one and one-to-one transformations, respectively. The two
functions implement desired computations based on the semantics of input and output criteria in the respective transformation rules. SnapFiles performs the following transformations:
Uniqueness and innovationS := f1S (2, 2) = 8;
PricingS := f2S (2) = 7;

After performing all the transformations, SnapFiles will
compute the overall rating value and issue a new rating
certificate:
SAML token(
SAML assertion(Uniqueness and innovationS , 8) //out of 10
SAML assertion(PricingS , 7) //out of 10
)

Note that the input to the functions defined by SnapFiles
corresponds exactly to the type of rating criteria values defined
in the ontology of Tucows.

phase of agencies agreement (setup) on interoperation certificates (transformation rules) that allow for on-the-fly automated
rating interoperability in P2P online transactions. Rating certificates issued by rating agencies based on predefined criteria
constitute a better proof of quality than (subjective) reputation
values and allow dynamic trust establishment between entities
which leads to new application scenarios.
Future work is to apply the model on practical testbeds (e.g.
business-to-business negotiations15 ) with a number of rating
agencies and services being used and to provide an evaluation
assessment on scalability of the model and overhead in run
time business transactions.
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have presented a model for interoperability between rating agencies. The model defines a manual (or semi-automated)
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